ON SALE NOW 246 -

KGV

THE HEAT’S OFF-

7. 1d CARMINE RED G1 70A(1)I as
illustrated - Die 2, Single Line perforation—a very very rare stamp seldom
offered, this one has a Michael Drury
certificate and is well priced
at…………………...…………..$3,499.00

The weather is cooling down but not the
stock offered here—many very hot items!
Scans are reduced in size to fit space!
AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. VICTORIA 1900
Patriotic Fund set
(2) ASC 81-82, mint
hinged set (1d has no
gum) 2d gum is a bit
aged but a nice price
for this 119 year old
set……………$149.00

KANGAROOS
2. 1/2d GREEN SG 1, First Waterarmk Block of four,
stamps are in mint unhinged condition, one light hinge
in side selvedge, a bottom right corner block, lovely
fresh original gum……………………………...……...$59.00
3. 9d VIOLET SG 10, first watermark in a mint lightly hinged
block of four, a very pretty block
for ………………………….$399.00

4. 2/- BROWN S G 12 First Watemark
stamp mint lightly hinged condition
with top selvedge……………..$199.00

5. 5/- GREY AND YELLOW S G 13,
First Watermark stamp in
mint
lightly hinged condition, has very
slightly aged gum aging for …$329.00

6. 10/- GREY AND PINK S G 14, First
Watermark is very fine used as shown
for……………………...…….……$699.00

8. 1d DEEP YELLOW SALMON EOSIN
G27 this is the very rare deep yellow
version of salmon Eosin fine used
with Michael Drury certificate, a
stamp for the true specialist and is
priced at……………..……….$1,599.00
9. 1d DEEP SALMON EOSIN G27A this
is a lovely fine used example of this
very scarce shade of salmon Eosin
with Michael Drury certificate, is
priced at……………………....$1,499.00
10. 1d ROSE PINK G67 this is a lovely
fresh mint lightly hinged example of
this very scarce shade……….$929.00

11. 1d RED BROWN G76 A lovely
fresh mint lightly hinged example of
this very rare stamp, sub- cliché Die 2
- BW 72 O (2) ja with Michael Drury
certificate available for..…$1,999.00
12. 1d ORANGE BROWN RED G78 BW
72S this fine used perforated OS
stamp is very rare stamp currently
catalogued at $7,500 used, has a Michael Drury certificate and is well
priced at ……………………...$2,999.00
13. 1d DEEP CARMINE
ANILINE G108 A very
rare stamp in a genuinely used block of four
(largest known used
block seen) BW 74Eb
perforated OS . Top
right hand unit has one
perforation which although attached has
been reinforced with a
hinged for support. A
stunning rarity in this
format for, Catalogued
for four stamps at
$5,000 so a nice purchase at…………………....$2,999.00

14. 1d CARMINE PINK G101 Large Multiple Wmk. ACSC
73A very fine used with Dr Scott Starling cert....$199.00
15.1d CARMINE PINK G101 Large Multiple Wmk. ACSC
73A Mint unhinged with Michael Drury cert......$999.00
16. 4d LEMON-YELLOW BW 110c in very fine used with
Dr Scott Starling Certificate, Port Fairly cancel on this
very pretty stamp for ………………………………....$35.00
17. 5d CHESTNUT
JBC
MONOGRAM
BW 123A vfa with
flawed P of Pence,
mint lightly hinged,
one shortish perforation not effecting
monogram very pretty…………….$449.00
18. 1/4d GREENISH-BLUE Small multiple wmk perforation 14, BW 129A, a lovely fine used Melbourne 1937
cancel on this very pretty scarce stamp with Dr Scott
Starling certificate for..……………………………….$99.00

22. 1932 2D BRIDGE POSTAL FORGERIES “PLATE
PROOFS” IMPERFORATE PAIR What a magnificent
item BW149c mint pair, usually seen as the perforated
version, comes RPS certificate from London stating the
items are Postal Forgeries, this is ……………..$4,500.00
23.1932 5/- BRIDGE BW
148d retouch over centre of
bridge in mint unhinged
condition, slightly shortish
perforation top right hence
the cheap price……$929.00

19. 1/4d GREENISH-BLUE Small multiple wmk perforation 14, BW 129Aw, a lovely cancelled to order example
with hinged gum, a very pretty scarce stamp with Dr
Scott Starling certificate for…...…………………..$119.00
20. 1/4d TURQUOISE-BLUE Small multiple wmk perforation 14, BW 129Bw, a stunning cancelled to order
example of this difficult stamp (no gum) with Dr Scott
Starling certificate…………….……………………..$119.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA

24.1932 5/- BRIDGE BW 148zf a mint unhinged imprint
strip of 3, has as if often seen slightly darkened gum
line midway through stamp, however at this price, basically priced as hinged and perfectly centred with
bright colour imprint just…............................$1,499.00
25.1949
ARMS
SG
224d, a block of four of
the £2 Green in mint
unhinged very fresh
condition for…..$429.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
21. 1932 REGISTERED COVER, SYDNEY HARBOUR
BRIDGE SET ON FIRST DAY COVER— SHOWING
* THE UNIQUE PLATE DOT ON THE 5/- VALUE This
cover is certainly magnificent and would be superb for
an exhibition item or an investor who can afford such a
rare “one off” item! The condition is superb as shown
with absolutely no sign of any toning at all. The envelope has been neatly opened at the time and has the
original red crayon used for registered items, buy this
cover now or be very sorry as I doubt it will ever be sold
again………………………………………………….$9,250.00

26. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
27. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
28. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask! For those
who have never purchased a mystery box, they can contain
one-country collections; stamps from lots of different countries, both old and modern and mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and off- paper; duplicated stamps so
you can check for varieties; whole albums; stock-books full
and empty; catalogues. The list goes on and on, and no two
boxes are ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

